Where will you be for the holidays?

I will be heading to the Cayman Islands to stay
at the newly opened Palm Heights Residences for
Christmas and New Year.

What will you be packing?

I’m a really light packer, even for a two-week
holiday – I only ever take things that I’m sure I’ll
wear. I’ll pack a bikini for every day, they take
up almost no room in a suitcase (my go-to is
always Eres); an oversized cotton shirt as a beach
cover-up; sandals by The Row that work by day
and night; and a few simple evening options that
won’t scrunch up on a long-haul flight.
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What are you most looking forward to?

From breakfast to the bed sheets, I adore the
comforts of hotel life – I would live in a hotel if I
could. Also, I’m excited to swim in the Caribbean
Sea with my two-year-old daughter, Dree.

Clock
Clockwise
from above left:
shirt, £675, Balenciaga.
Sandals, £625, The Row.
Sunglasses, £317, Oliver
Peoples. Ring, £3,910,
Fernando Jorge, at Matches
fashion.com. Bikini top,
£114. Matching bottoms,
£88. Both Eres
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for the
holidays

WHAT DO YOU
WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?
The same as every year: something
gold and/or sparkly, please. And,
for when I return home, a Ronan
Bouroullec painting on my wall.

On the trail of adventure or
in total tranquillity, how does a
Vogue editor spend Christmas?
Ellie Pithers
Clockwise from above:
bov
ve: goggl
goggles, £435, 3 M
Moncler
Grenoble. Knitted coat, £685, Lauren Manoogian, at
Net-a-Porter.com. Tray, £950, Bloc Studios, at Monologue
london.com. Ski jacket, £1,238, Aztech Mountain,
at Matchesfashion.com. Bag, to order, Chanel

Where will you be for the holidays?

I’ll be in Les Trois Vallées, France, for New Year’s Eve;
a dose of icy alpine air always seems to sort me out after
the excesses of Christmas. I’m looking forward to a spell
at Le Coucou in Méribel, a new hotel designed by Pierre
Yovanovitch with a delicious-looking spa; and a stop-off
at Le Refuge de Solaise in Val d’Isère (far right) – only
accessible via ski lift, it promises superlative stargazing
and fresh powder before breakfast.
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WHAT WILL YOU
BE PACKING?
Cosy knits from
Lauren Manoogian, and
a jacket from Aztech
Mountain (Mugler’s
Casey Cadwallader is
head of design).

What do you hope to open on Christmas Day?

My ongoing project to convert my home into a concept
store requires the addition of an onyx tray.

BROOKE SHANESY

How do you relax?

An evening soak after a celebratory kir royale on
the last run home. I eat crisps in the bath and watch
all the movies I missed out on in December.

How are you spending New Year’s Eve?

Hopefully swathed in Paco Rabanne, twirling a fondue
fork, swinging Chanel’s cable-car minaudière from my
>
shoulder and not talking about Brexit.
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